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The second Tuesday of April 2021
How many hours ahead of us is Moscow?
This quiz number has to be cubed
This one’s gross !
1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10+11+12 total ??
Elizabeth II was crowned in which year ?
MAMJ --- it’ll take you days to get this total !
How many letters in the name of the Capital of Slovakia?
“Hello Glasgow” –what’s your number ??
How many Symphonies did Beethoven compose?
How old was Robert the Bruce when he died ?
How many hours are there in a week ?
Rangers v Celtic – how many men on the pitch at kick-off?
How many islands does Scotland have ?
Product of the two lowest two-figure prime-numbers ?
How many players are there in a Shinty team?
21 degrees Celcius = how many degrees Fahrenheit ?
How many books are there in the New Testament?
‘My Love is like a red red rose’ – how many verses ?
What is the highest age of a Quinquagenarian?
How many non-sighted wee rodents are there ? – Sing it !
1 x 3 x 5 x 7 x 9 -- are you good at multiplying??
Queen Elizabeth I of England --- which century ?
The height of Ben Nevis (in metres) ?
What is the square-root of 256 ?
How far from Kirkcaldy to Aberdeen? (to nearest 5 miles)
How old was Methuselah meant to be when he died?
When was the Forth Railway Bridge opened?
S + C + O + T + L + A + N + D (using the usual code!)
In which year did Rovers win the Coca Cola Cup?

HAVE A GO WITH THIS ONE!
GOOD LUCK!
Deadline is Friday 23rd October

